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A B S T R AC T
Background Novel epidemiology models are required to link correlated variables over time, especially haemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) and body mass
index (BMI) for diabetes prevention policy analysis. This article develops an epidemiology model to correlate metabolic risk factor trajectories.
Method BMI, fasting plasma glucose, 2-h glucose, HbA1c, systolic blood pressure, total cholesterol and high density lipoprotein (HDL)
cholesterol were analysed over 16 years from 8150 participants of the Whitehall II prospective cohort study. Latent growth curve modelling was
employed to simultaneously estimate trajectories for multiple metabolic risk factors allowing for variation between individuals. A simulation
model compared simulated outcomes with the observed data.
Results The model identified that the change in BMI was associated with changes in glycaemia, total cholesterol and systolic blood pressure. The
statistical analysis quantified associations among the longitudinal risk factor trajectories. Growth in latent glycaemia was positively correlated with
systolic blood pressure and negatively correlated with HDL cholesterol. The goodness-of-fit analysis indicates reasonable fit to the data.
Conclusions This is the first statistical model that estimates trajectories of metabolic risk factors simultaneously for diabetes to predict joint
correlated risk factor trajectories. This can inform comparisons of the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of preventive interventions, which aim
to modify metabolic risk factors.
Keywords diabetes, epidemiology

Introduction
There is growing interest in identifying effective and costeffective interventions to prevent type 2 diabetes. There is evidence that public health interventions within the community
are effective in improving healthy behaviours and reducing
body mass index (BMI).1 – 3 In order to evaluate the costeffectiveness of interventions, it is informative to describe
progression to type 2 diabetes diagnosis in a simulation
model. Therefore, it is useful to predict the longitudinal trajectory of glycaemia conditional on risk factors associated with
diagnosis.
Previous policy analysis models have estimated progression
to diabetes conditional on a single risk factor such as impaired
glucose tolerance or BMI.4,5 It has been noted that other

simulation models have simulated progression to diabetes independently of changes in other metabolic risk factors.6
Incorporating correlation between these factors is important
in order to compare preventive interventions for three
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reasons. Firstly, multiple risk factors are used to identify individuals at high risk of diabetes. Secondly, interventions will
affect multiple risk factors simultaneously. Thirdly, the relationship between these risk factors will affect the risk of other
related conditions, such as cardiovascular disease.
Diabetes diagnosis is complicated because three tests can
be used to assess an individual’s glycaemic status. Thresholds
for fasting and 2-h glucose and haemoglobin A1c (HbA1c)
have been set for the diagnosis of type 2 diabetes.7 However,
diabetes diagnosis and diabetes risk status may differ according to which test is used.8,9 A new predictive model for glycaemia trajectories should aim to describe the associations
among glycaemic measures.
Previous analyses have estimated longitudinal trajectories
for metabolic risk factors. Analyses of the Whitehall II cohort
have investigated trajectories for metabolic risk factors in participants that progressed to diabetes diagnosis according to
different diagnostic tests, and those remaining free from diabetes.10 The Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging has
investigated the trajectory of the metabolic syndrome.11 In
contrast, we aimed to develop a predictive model to describe
trajectories for multiple risk factors within a single statistical
analysis that captures interdependencies. Furthermore, in contrast with previous models, risk factors would be measured
on a continuous scale, rather than dichotomized (e.g. hypertension and no-hypertension), to use all of the measurement
information.
The aims of this study were to describe correlations and
associations between changes in risk factors over time and
predict the natural history of metabolic risk factors in a nondiabetic population.

Methods
Study data

Whitehall II is a longitudinal cohort study of UK civil servants. Phase 1 recruited 10 308 participants who worked in
London and were aged 35 – 55 years between 1985 and 1988.
The cohort was followed up in eight subsequent phases
roughly 2.5 years apart. A questionnaire was administered in
all phases, and every second phase included a clinical examination. In summary, 8815 attended Phase 3, 7870 attended
Phase 5, 6967 attended Phase 7 and 6761 attended Phase 9.
Participation details and baseline characteristics are provided
in Supplementary data. The Whitehall II study was reviewed
and approved by the University College London Ethics
Committee (85/0938), and written informed consent was
obtained at each phase. The study was conducted according
to the principles of the Helsinki Declaration. Details of the
cohort are described elsewhere.12

In Phases 3, 5, 7 and 9, observations were extracted from
standard 2-h 75-g oral glucose tolerance tests (OGTTs), anthropometric measurements, blood pressure and total and high
density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol. In Phases 7 and 9,
HbA1c tests were available. Data on the participant’s age, sex,
ethnicity, smoking status at baseline, family history of diabetes
and family history of cardiovascular disease were included in
the study data set. Measures of socio-economic status were
included in the analysis plan but were excluded because exploratory analysis indicated that socio-economic patterns
observed from this historical cohort were not representative
of forecasted patterns.
The OGTT was ﬁrst taken in the Phase 3 clinical examination, so this was used as the baseline for our analysis.13 The
study data set included all clinic visits attended up to Phase
9. We excluded 1075 (10.4%) participants who were lost to
follow-up before Phase 3, 408 (4.0%) participants who did not
contribute any clinical data in Phases 3, 5, 7 or 9, 136 (1.3%)
participants with prevalent diabetes before Phase 3 and 439
(4.2%) participants with a history of cardiovascular disease or
reported seeing a doctor for heart trouble. This left a ﬁnal
sample of 8150 participants (79.1% of the original sample).
At each study phase, criteria had been speciﬁed for blood
glucose, blood pressure and cholesterol to alert the participant’s general practitioner to elevated test results. It was,
therefore, necessary to censor observations at this point
where participation in the study may have altered the participant’s metabolic risk factor trajectory.
Latent growth curve modelling

The growth trajectory models for the metabolic risk factor
were estimated under the statistical framework of latent
growth curve modelling (LGCM).14 LGCM is an approach to
using longitudinal data to estimate shape and rate of change
over time. LGCM was chosen because it can allow modelling
of both correlations within observations over time and variability between subjects, and enables the elegant modelling of
change in multiple outcome variables. In LGCM, the baseline
levels and the rates of change in the outcome(s) for each
person are modelled as latent random variables, noisy ‘indicators’, which are measured at each time point. For example,
if the hypothesized growth model is linear, the underlying
latent variables we would seek to estimate are intercept and
slope, respectively. The mean of the intercept describes the
population-average baseline level and the mean of the slope
the population-average rate of change. Additional slope factors
can be added to the model for polynomial models. The indicators themselves can either be observed variables, or, if the
construct can be measured by multiple tests, such as blood
glucose levels, can be modelled as latent variables measured
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by a further set of observed ‘indicators’ in what is known as a
second order, or curve of factors, LGCM.15 Once a basic
LGCM is developed for each outcome, with means and variances estimated for intercept and slope factors, we can then
extend the model. For example, we can explain betweensubject variance in intercept and slope factors by adding time
variant and invariant covariates, or where multiple LGCMs
exist, by regressing the intercept and factors underlying one
LGCM upon those of another LGCM.
Conceptual model

We developed a conceptual model to describe the growth patterns for BMI, glycaemia, systolic blood pressure and total
and HDL cholesterol over time with clinical experts. The conceptual model is illustrated in Fig. 1. The model assumed that
BMI and glycaemia were quadratic to allow the rate of change
to increase or decrease over time observed in other studies.10,16 The rate of BMI changes has been found to decrease
in older age16 and glycaemia to increase prior to diagnosis.10
Glycaemia is described as a latent variable measured by
fasting plasma glucose (FPG), and 2-h glucose in Phases 3
and 5 and FPG, 2-h glucose and HbA1c in Phases 7 and 9. It
was hypothesized that change in systolic blood pressure total
and HDL cholesterol was assumed to change linearly with
time in line with observations from other studies.10,17
The conceptual model assumed that BMI intercept and
linear slope growth factors were associated with the growth
factors for glycaemia, systolic blood pressure, total cholesterol
and HDL cholesterol. The BMI quadratic term describes the
rate of deceleration in BMI growth due to ageing and was
assumed to be unaffected by lifestyle factors that link BMI to
other growth factors. The growth factors for glycaemia, systolic blood pressure and cholesterol were assumed correlated.
Behavioural risk factors such as smoking, diet and physical activity were not included in the conceptual model to focus the
conceptual model on reliable, externally valid outcomes that
will be used in future cost-effectiveness models. Currently, the
joint impact of behaviours and their impact on metabolic risk
factors are not well understood and would add substantial
complexity to the model.18
Statistical analysis

The growth factors for the metabolic risk factors were
assumed to vary between individuals to allow unobservable
random effects to describe heterogeneity in the population.
Correlation between the residual variance for growth factors
for systolic blood pressure, glycaemia, total cholesterol and
HDL cholesterol described correlation in their trajectories.
The LGCM for each metabolic risk factor was evaluated
for goodness of ﬁt separately before all were incorporated
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into the joint model along with the hypothesized covariates.
We evaluated goodness of ﬁt using the standardised root
mean square residual (SRMR) cut-off criteria 0.08 and comparative ﬁt index (CFI) cut-off criteria 0.95.19 The analyses
were conducted using MPlusv7.11 software using full information maximum likelihood estimation. This will produce
asymptotically unbiased estimates of means and standard
errors assuming data are missing at random. We allowed the
probability that a response is missing to depend arbitrarily on
observed values of the response at other times, but not additionally on the unobserved response itself.20 We used sensitivity analyses to evaluate how robust the analyses were when
missing observations were either excluded or imputed and
found that the results did not change substantially.
A mathematical description of the model is presented in
Supplementary data.
Simulation study

A simulation model was developed to predict individual participant trajectories for the baseline characteristics of the
Whitehall II participants from the parameters generated in
the statistical analysis. We generated 100 sets of longitudinal
trajectories of BMI, FPG, 2-h glucose, HbA1c, systolic blood
pressure, total and HDL cholesterol conditional on the
Whitehall II participant age, gender, ethnicity, smoking status
and family history at 0, 6, 11 and 16 years of follow-up. The
simulated observations at each phase of data were compared
with the observed mean, variance and correlation. In addition, we plotted observations against age to assess whether
the simulation reproduced age trends in the data. Finally,
baseline characteristics and simulated metabolic data were
used to generate risk scores for cardiovascular disease21 and
diabetes22 at each time point using the observed and simulated data. These risk scores combine data from multiple
metabolic risk factors to estimate the probability of long-term
events.

Results
The full list of parameters estimated from the statistical analysis is presented in Supplementary data, Tables S1– S3.
Table 1A summarizes key model parameters describing the
relationship between BMI and the other metabolic growth
factors. The analysis identiﬁed that baseline BMI had a statistically signiﬁcant effect on the baseline observations and
growth rates for glycaemia, systolic blood pressure and total
and HDL cholesterol. BMI growth rate had a statistically signiﬁcant effect on growth rates for glycaemia, systolic blood
pressure and total cholesterol. The effect of growth rate
of BMI on the growth rate of HDL could not be identiﬁed.
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Table 1 Estimated parameters for relationship between BMI growth factors and other metabolic growth factors
Dependent variable

Independent variable

Mean coefficient

Standard error

P-value

(A) BMI growth factor associations with other metabolic risk growth factors
BMI intercept

Glycaemia intercept

0.2620

0.024

,0.001

SBP intercept

0.1080

0.006

,0.001

Total cholesterol intercept

0.4459

0.049

,0.001

HDL cholesterol intercept

20.3514

0.015

,0.001

0.0821

0.024

0.001

SBP slope

20.0396

0.006

,0.001

Total cholesterol slope

20.4808

0.035

,0.001

HDL cholesterol slope

20.0400

0.010

,0.001

Glycaemia slope

0.1984

0.073

0.007

SBP slope

0.2325

0.019

,0.001

Total cholesterol slope

0.9802

0.108

,0.001

Glycaemia slope

BMI slope

(B) Covariate adjustments for FPG, 2-h glucose and HbA1c observations
Age

Sex (male ¼ 1)

Ethnicity (non-white ¼ 1)

Family history of diabetes (family history ¼ 1)

FPG

0.0031

0.001

0.022

2-h Glucose

0.0716

0.003

,0.001

HbA1c

0.0101

0.001

,0.001

FPG

0.2129

0.021

,0.001

2-h Glucose

20.1411

0.058

0.014

HbA1c

20.0457

0.001

,0.001
0.786

FPG

0.0100

0.037

2-h Glucose

0.3047

0.100

0.002

HbA1c

0.1854

0.030

,0.001

FPG

0.1168

0.025

,0.001

2-h Glucose

0.3496

0.068

,0.001

HbA1c

0.0563

0.020

0.004

The results suggest that high BMI is associated with negative
baseline values for the other risk factors. Increasing BMI over
time is associated with higher growth rate for glycaemia, systolic blood pressure and total cholesterol. However, high
baseline BMI had a negative effect on the growth rate of the
other metabolic risk factors.
The growth models of factors describe latent glycaemia,
measured by FPG, 2-h glucose and HbA1c. HbA1c, FPG and
2-h glucose can be estimated at any time point according to a
ﬁxed population mean, plus a ﬁxed linear association with
latent glycaemia. The analysis identiﬁed differences in associations between FPG, 2-h glucose, HbA1c and individual characteristics (Table 1B). All measures were positively associated
with age at phase of data, with 2-h glucose demonstrating the
largest increase at older age. Males were found to report higher
FPG tests, but lower 2-h glucose and HbA1c tests. Non-white
ethnicity was not associated with FPG, but was associated with
higher 2-h glucose and HBA1c observations. A family history
of diabetes predicted higher scores for all glycaemic tests.
The goodness-of-ﬁt statistics indicated a reasonable ﬁt for
a complex model. The SRMR test was in the region of the

recommended threshold at 0.063 and the CFI slightly lower
than the recommended threshold at 0.91. These ﬁt statistics
indicate that the model is a reasonable description of the data.
The simulation study produced similar data to the original
study data set. Average metabolic observations plotted against
age are illustrated in Fig. 2. The simulated mean values were
well within the 95% conﬁdence intervals of the observed data
for 2-h glucose, FPG, systolic blood pressure and total and
HDL cholesterol. The simulation slightly underestimates BMI
at older ages. The simulation does not reﬂect the steep trajectory for HbA1c by age observed in the data. However, it
should be noted that these observations are based on less
data than for the other metabolic risk factors. The lack of ﬁt
indicates that there may be problems simulating HbA1c trajectories with age and potentially indicates some structural
inadequacy within the model. It is worth noting that the
problem does not impact on the estimation of 2-h glucose,
FPG or the correlations between these observations. Further
validation is needed against an external data set to evaluate
the reliability of HbA1c prediction. Illustrations of the distribution of simulated output compared with the data are
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illustrated in Supplementary data. The analysis suggests that
the simulation predicts variability between individuals.
The second stage of the simulation aimed to assess correlation between metabolic risk factors. The correlation statistics
at each phase of data for the study data set and simulated data
are reported in the Supplementary data. The simulated correlations closely matched to the observed data. Table 2 reports
the estimated Framingham risk score and diabetes risk scores
at each phase of data for the observed and simulated data.
The mean and standard deviations for the Framingham risk
scores matched the observed data. The observed diabetes risk
score increased in the ﬁrst three phases of data and decreased
in Phase 9, whereas the simulated risk score increased across
all four phases. However, the means and standard deviations
were similar. The average correlation statistics for participant
simulated risk scores demonstrated positive association with
the observed data and stronger association for cardiovascular
risk than diabetes risk (Table 2).

Discussion
Main findings of this study

We have developed a statistical model to describe longitudinal
trajectories in metabolic risk factors. By estimating growth
trajectories simultaneously, it is possible to estimate dynamic
associations between BMI and other risk factors, capture correlation between growth factors and heterogeneity in individuals’ metabolic risks. The model can be used to extrapolate
lifestyle changes and type 2 diabetes prevention strategies by
predicting long-term changes in metabolic risk. The longitudinal trajectories for metabolic risk factors could be combined
with epidemiology risk models for long-term health events,
such as cardiovascular disease, cancer and mortality.23,24
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Long-term cost savings and health beneﬁts associated with
reductions in these health events could be calculated by simulating changes to the longitudinal proﬁle of metabolic risk
factors. This would enable evaluation of alternative public
health policies by estimating health and cost beneﬁts.
What is already known on this topic?

We have identiﬁed that growth in BMI is associated with
increases in other metabolic risk factors over time, supporting
previous ﬁndings that total fat and abdominal fat are associated with hyperglycaemia, hypertension and dyslipidaemia.25 – 27 The analysis identiﬁed that increases in BMI are
associated with worsening in other metabolic risk factors,
whereas the baseline BMI was weakly associated with increases
in glycaemia and negatively associated with increases in systolic blood pressure and total cholesterol. A similar ﬁnding was
observed when comparing baseline metabolic risk factors
with those developed by diabetes diagnosis.28 High BMI at
baseline is most likely associated with negative growth in systolic blood pressure and cholesterol due to an increased likelihood of high starting values for these measures initiating
positive lifestyle changes.
What this study adds

This study describes the ﬁrst application of LGCM to metabolic risk factors in a good-quality longitudinal cohort to generate a natural history model for policy analysis simulations.
This method enabled the simultaneous analysis of multiple
growth trajectories in a single statistical analysis. The correlation between the longitudinal trajectories in this analysis was
extremely important to accurately predict participants’ future
cardiovascular and diabetes risk, conditional on multiple

Table 2 Observed and predicted Framingham risk score and diabetes risk score at each study phase for 100 simulations runs
Observed Framingham risk score (SD)

Simulated Framingham risk score (SD)

Difference

Mean correlation for participant
observations and predicted values

Phase 3

9.2% (6.6)

9.0% (4.5)

20.18

0.761

Phase 5

11.2% (7.4)

11.4% (7.4)

0.19

0.717

Phase 7

13.3% (8.5)

12.7% (7.9)

20.65

0.685

Phase 9

14.0% (8.4)

14.7% (8.9)

0.64

Observed diabetes score (SD)

Simulated diabetes score (SD)

Difference

Phase 3

19.4% (20.9)

18.4% (18.7)

20.98

Phase 5

19.4% (20.4)

22.4% (21.5)

2.96

0.310

Phase 7

25.9% (26.2)

24.0% (23.5)

21.93

0.319

Phase 9

22.5% (22.7)

27.6% (26.6)

5.14

0.300

0.579
Mean correlation for participant
observations and predicted values

SD, standard deviation.

0.344
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metabolic risk factors. If the growth trajectories were assumed
to be independent, the simulation would be more likely to
under- or over-estimate these risks for an individual. This analysis was designed for use in a simulation to compare diabetes
prevention interventions to allow policymakers to choose
which interventions to fund. It was, therefore, important to
consider the impact of modifying BMI trajectories on the longitudinal changes in glycaemia, systolic blood pressure and
cholesterol to estimate reductions in the risk of diabetes and
cardiovascular disease.
Limitations

The data set, the choice of statistical framework and the software all imposed structural constraints on the statistical analysis. There is some variation in the time between clinical
assessments for individuals within the data set, whereas
assumed discrete time intervals in the model. We investigated
alternative model speciﬁcations to allow for individually
varying times of observation and to group observations by
5-year age ranges. However, these methods raised additional
challenges; the model would not converge and the pairwise
proportions of some variables present were zero in each case,
respectively.
HbA1c was not available from the clinical assessments at
Phases 3 and 5, which may explain why the ﬁt to the data was
worse for HbA1c. This results in an unbalanced measurement
model for latent glycaemia between the early and later phases
of observation. We attempted to approximate the missing
observations using latent variables drawing on correlations
with HbA1c observations from Phases 7 and 9. However,
there was insufﬁcient data to implement this analysis. Although
the inclusion of HbA1c may cause some problems in the analysis, we believe the beneﬁts for future simulation modelling
justify its inclusion. HbA1c is an established diagnosis method
for type 2 diabetes according to international and UK guidelines,2,29 is used for monitoring disease management and is a
risk factor for diabetes complications.30 Our statistical analysis
allows estimation of HbA1c from latent glycaemia, so that it is
correlated with other blood glucose tests and also relates the
test result to age and other participant characteristics. In the
absence of a longitudinal cohort with all three glycaemic tests
measured at regular intervals, this statistical analysis provides a
best estimate of HbA1c conditional on multiple risk factors.
The simulation demonstrates that the analysis can fairly
well reproduce the observed data from the Whitehall II study.
However, the metabolic trajectories are not necessarily representative of the general population within the UK and other
international settings. The Whitehall II data set is known to
under-represent women and ethnic minorities in the UK.12
The longitudinal trajectories can be applied to alternative

baseline characteristics to generate a more representative
sample. Future research will aim to assess the external validity
of the model in predicting the longitudinal trajectories from
baseline.

Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at PUBMED online.
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